
L E T T E R
T E M P L A T E S

Resignation 

Welcome!



Template #1- You really like your office
Template #2- Your office was ok
Template #3- That office sucked!

 
Words that can help describe how

you're feeling, the work that you did
and more. 

 
How to submit your resignation letter,

step-by-step.

What's included...



You really like
this office



This office
 was ok



You hated
working here



1- Have your resignation letter ready, typed up and printed off. This is also
with checking your contract/ handbook/ manual to make sure that you’re not
violating any contract that you’ve already signed. 
 
2- Ask to set up a meeting with the doctor and/or office manager- usually
the doctor.
 
3- Don’t stress about it, it’ll be ok! Sit down with them, hand the 
doctor the letter and say “I’m sorry to inform you that I’m resigning, I’ve taken
another job.” Make sure that you do it kindly because when a staff member
quits it can be difficult to find a replacement, it’s a sense of immediate stress
for the doctor and usually the OM as well.  
 
4- After the meeting- prepare for your exit, tie up loose ends, take home
what’s yours from the office. 
 
5- Continue work like normal, this isn’t the time to take a “work vacation”
or call in sick several times. This will literally be the last days that you work
with these co-workers. 
 
6- Ask if they’d like an exit interview.
 
7- Leave them a thank you card, either addressed to everyone individually
or to the whole office.

How to Deliver 
Your Resignation Letter.

Step-by-step



 

Step 1- This is also with checking your contract/ handbook/ manual to make
sure that you’re not violating any contract that you’ve already signed.

 
Step 2- Why set it up? “I need to go over my future with this company” or “I’m
interested in talking with you both, but I’d like to wait until we can sit down to
talk about it”. Ask them to schedule between 15-30 minutes, depending on

how much you like the office and if it’s going to be a huge shock to them. Give
more time for both of these, less time if you’ve shown signs that you’re not

interested. Also, make sure you’re very clear with them the date that you’ll be
leaving, being absolutely clear here is key. What if they ask “What will it take for

you to stay?” Be ready for this question, if it’s a total no, no matter what, say
“I’ve already accepted this other offer and I really think that I’d be more fulfilled

there, but I appreciate the offer”. If you’re willing to stay, but pay or another
staff member is the problem, make sure you come prepared with a solution to
the problem. If you’re looking for a raise now and interested in a 3% or greater

raise every year, put this in writing. If another staff member is the problem,
don’t come at them being a Negative Nancy, make sure to be kind, tell them
what your problems are and how could this problem be resolved. This could

mean not working in the operatory next to them, finding a space for your
office/ computer to be away from this problem coworker, etc. Really try to think

about all the positive ways that you could come at this and write them down,
so you don’t forget any of them. 

Bonus section!
If you're anything like me, I want

 to hear examples of what I can say exactly!



3- This is like when you’re scared of a bug or spider, people will always say
“They’re more scared of you then you are of them”. The same type of

situation, they’re going to be scared and stressed out too, just know that it’s
mutual and breath, this will all be over in 2 weeks (or however long you gave

them in your notice)
4- If you haven’t already done so and if it’s applicable create “How-to’s” for
anything and everything to make the next person who will fill your shoes

thankful for you and not resent you. If you’re the only one who know’s how to
clean the model trimmer or you’re the only one who orders CEREC blocks,
write everything down.You may be wondering why you’d want to do this…

Well, first off, it’s nice to do this. Second, you’d want someone to do this for
you, right? Third, the dental community is small, dentists talk and you want

them to talk highly of you. Could you imagine if the dentists get together for
their monthly meeting and the dentist you’re going to start working for asks

the group “does anyone know Sally Smith?” You want your dentist to be
proud that you worked there, so don’t leave a sour taste in his mouth, leave

on a positive note. Mmmmkk :) 
5- Just cherish the positive time that you have with them and don’t slack off. If

they’re having to pull your weight, even for 2 weeks, they’ll get pissed and
those friend co-workers, may not be your friend after this is if you’re slacking

the whole time.
6-Exit interviews are best to do it on one of the last days that you work

because then you can be 100% honest and not have to feel awkward for the
next two weeks of you working there.

7- Again, you’re wanting to leave on a positive note. Don’t forget to hand in
your keys, scrubs, lab coat, name tag(if they want it) and anything else that
you may have forgotten at home or in your car that doesn’t belong to you.



 
Do you like the 3 pages

above or the 3 pages below
this?

 
This page will be deleted,

along with the 3 pages that
get "voted out". 



 
1. Have your resignation letter ready, typed up and printed off. This is also
with checking your contract/ handbook/ manual to make sure that you’re

not violating any contract that you’ve already signed. This is also with
checking your contract/ handbook/ manual to make sure that you’re not

violating any contract that you’ve already signed. 
 

2. Ask to set up a meeting with the doctor and/or office manager- usually
the doctor. Why set it up? “I need to go over my future with this company” or

“I’m interested in talking with you both, but I’d like to wait until we can sit
down to talk about it”. Ask them to schedule between 15-30 minutes,

depending on how much you like the office and if it’s going to be a huge
shock to them. Give more time for both of these, less time if you’ve shown

signs that you’re not interested. Also, make sure you’re very clear with them
the date that you’ll be leaving, being absolutely clear here is key. What if they
ask “What will it take for you to stay?” Be ready for this question, if it’s a total

no, no matter what, say “I’ve already accepted this other offer and I really
think that I’d be more fulfilled there, but I appreciate the offer”. If you’re

willing to stay, but pay or another staff member is the problem, make sure
you come prepared with a solution to the problem. If you’re looking for a
raise now and interested in a 3% or greater raise every year, put this in

writing. If another staff member is the problem, don’t come at them being a
Negative Nancy, make sure to be kind, tell them what your problems are

and how could this problem be resolved. 

How to Deliver 
Your Resignation Letter.

Step-by-step



This could mean not working in the operatory next to them, finding a space
for your office/ computer to be away from this problem coworker, etc. Really
try to think about all the positive ways that you could come at this and write

them down, so you don’t forget any of them.
 

3. Don’t stress about it, it’ll be ok! Sit down with them, hand the doctor the
letter and say “I’m sorry to inform you that I’m resigning, I’ve taken another
job.” Make sure that you do it kindly because when a staff member quits it

can be difficult to find a replacement, it’s a sense of immediate stress for the
doctor and usually the OM as well. This is like when you’re scared of a bug or

spider, people will always say “They’re more scared of you then you are of
them”. The same type of situation, they’re going to be scared and stressed

out too, just know that it’s mutual and breath, this will all be over in 2 weeks
(or however long you gave them in your notice)  

 
4. After the meeting prepare for your exit, tie up loose ends, take home

what’s yours from the office. If you haven’t already done so and if it’s
applicable create “How-to’s” for anything and everything to make the next

person who will fill your shoes thankful for you and not resent you. If you’re
the only one who know’s how to clean the model trimmer or you’re the only

one who orders CEREC blocks, write everything down.You may be wondering
why you’d want to do this… Well, first off, it’s nice to do this. Second, you’d

want someone to do this for you, right? Third, the dental community is small,
dentists talk and you want them to talk highly of you. Could you imagine if
the dentists get together for their monthly meeting and the dentist you’re
going to start working for asks the group “does anyone know Sally Smith?”
You want your dentist to be proud that you worked there, so don’t leave a

sour taste in his mouth, leave on a positive note. Mmmmkk :) 



5. Continue work like normal, this isn’t the time to take a “work vacation” or
call in sick several times. This will literally be the last days that you work with
these co-workers. Just cherish the positive time that you have with them and
don’t slack off. If they’re having to pull your weight, even for 2 weeks, they’ll

get pissed and those friend co-workers, may not be your friend after this is if
you’re slacking the whole time.

 
6. Ask if they’d like an exit interview. Exit interviews are best to do it on one
of the last days that you work because then you can be 100% honest and

not have to feel awkward for the next two weeks of you working there.
 

7. Leave them a thank you card, either addressed to everyone individually or
to the whole office. Again, you’re wanting to leave on a positive note. Don’t
forget to hand in your keys, scrubs, lab coat, name tag(if they want it) and

anything else that you may have forgotten at home or in your car that
doesn’t belong to you.

You've got this! We both know you
can do it, you're so close to your

dream job now!



Avid, adj. Strong enthusiasm
benevolence, n. Act of kindness.
berate, v. scolding
Bereft, adj. Lack of missing something
needed or wanted
Besmirch, v. tarnish something, especially a
reputation 
Bloviate, v. to talk in a boastful way at length
Bombast, n. Empty words 
Brackish, adj. Distasteful
Brouhaha, n. Uproar
Browbeat, v. to bully
burgeon, v. to flourish
Callous, adj. Lack of emotion
Caprice, n. Impulsive
chagrin, n. Feeling embarrassed because of
failure
Chasten, n.correcting using shame and
punishment
Churlish, adj. Rude or vulgar.
Circumnavigate, v. to go around.
cogitate, v. to think about
Cognizant, adj. Fully understanding
Conceited, adj. Vain
Condescend, v. to treat another as inferior
Conundrum, n. A dilemma
Copacetic, Excellent
Crass, adj. Crude
Credible, adj. Believable 
Culminate, v. reaching the highest point
culpable, adj. Blameworthy
Dawdle, v. moving slowly 
 
 
 

Abate, v. To Lessen, reduce.
Abdicate: to formally give up power or position
Absent: the act of voluntarily giving something
up; one who gives something up.
Acidulous: having a harsh tone or manner
Acquiesce: to agree reluctantly but with no
protest.
Adamant: Determined to keep a mind-set;
inflexible
Adverse: acting in opposition; unfavorable or
harmful.
Advocate: to argue in favor of another.
Affinity, n. A positive emotional bonding with
someone or something.
Affirmation, n. The state or act of confirming or
approaching something
Aggrandize, v. To enlarge, make greater; to
exaggerate.
Aggregate, v. To gather like things into a mass.
Agog, Adj. Very eager, excited, or curious
Alacrity, n. Cheerful willingness; a speedy
response.
Allegation, n. A statement or claim without
proof.
Allude, v. To say something indirectly.
Altruistic, adj. Unselfishly acting or feeling for
others.
Ameliorate, v. To improve.
Amenable, adj. Willing to go along with
something.
Anomaly, n. Something that is different from
the norm.
Antipathy, n. A strong feel of dislike or hostility.
Antsy, adj. Fidgety, impatient; nervous.
Appease, v. To calm; to relieve; to pacify.
Appraise, v. To judge something’s quality or
value.
Assuage-V. To soothe
Auspicious, adj. Good fortune
Avarice, n. Greed.
 

Vocabulary
for the win!



 
 
Nebulous, adj. Vague
Ominous, adj. Threatening
Pandemonium, n. Confusion
Pedantry, n. One who follows rules to the T.
Pellucid, adj. Transparent
Phlegmatic, adj. Calm disposition
Preclude, v. to exclude
Presage, v. the act of predicting the future.
Presumptuous, adj. Overconfident
Propitiate, v.to appease
Sangfroid, n. Remaining calm under pressure.
Scintillate, v. to be smart or witty
Sinecure, n. A paid job that you don’t have to work.
Surreal, adj. Dreamlike
Transgress, v. overstepping the limits
Unequivocal, adj. Clear
Veritable, adj. Genuine
Vilify, v. one who makes negative statements against
someone or something
Witty adj. playful
 
 

Debilitate, n. To weaken something like a disease
Defamation, n. Malicious statement
Degrade, v. to corrupt
deprave v. to corrupt
Dissimilar, adj. Different
effete, adj. Self- indulgent with moral character
Effrontery, n. Rude behaviorEffusive, adj.  Extra
emotional
Emollient, adj. Calming
enmity, n. Burning sensation of mutual hatred
Ennui, n. Lack of interest
erudite, adj. Having learned a lot
Evoke, v. to conjure
exacerbate, v. to make worse
exigency, n. An urgent situation
Expedite, v. to make a process accelerated
Exuberance, n. Energetic happiness
Facade, n. A false appearance
Facetious, adj. Funny
Feckless, adj. Irresponsible
Fiasco, n. An absolute failure
Finagle, v. to negatively obtain; deception
Finicky, adj. Fussy
Germane, adj. Appropriate to this situation
Gregarious, adj. Enjoyment of social situations
 hearsay, a. Gossip
Icon, n. An idolized symbol
Impeccable, adj perfection
impediment, n. A stop in action
Impudent, adj. Disrespectful
Incipient, adj. Beginning to develop
indolence, n. Laziness
ingenious, adj. Inventive
Kibitz, v. unwanted advice
Kismet, n. fate
Lackadaisical, adj. Showing a lack of energy or spirit
Laconic, adj. Brief
Lewd, adj. Obscene
Luddite, n. Someone who opposes change with
technology
Luminary, n. A person who inspires others
Magnanimous, adj.one who is kind and forgiving
Magnate, n. Influential
Malleable, adj.impressionable
Mettle, n. Internal strength
Monotonous, adj. Repetitious
Nascent, adj. Emerging
 
 
 

Disclaimer: Due to the condensed format, please
research the word further if you intend to use

them. Thank you!


